Frost damage to broadacre crops can cause up to an 85% loss in productivity. Although growers have few options for crop protection from frost, a rapid method for assessing frost-induced sterility would allow for timely management decisions (e.g., cutting for hay and altering marketing strategies). Spectral mixture analysis (SMA) has shown success in mapping landscape components and was used with hyperspectral data collected on the canopy, heads, and leaves of wheat at different sites to determine if this could quantify frost damage. Spectral libraries were assembled from canopy components collected from local field sites to generate spectral libraries for SMA from which a series of fraction sets was derived. The frost (Fr) fraction was then used to estimate final yield as a means of measuring frost damage. The best-fitting Fr fractions to yield were derived from the same data set as the source Fr spectra, and these ranged over R 2 = 0.58-0.75 at the canopy scale. It was clear that spectral signatures need to be collected at scale to assess frost damage. While Fr fractions were able to estimate yield there was no "universal" endmember set from which a Fr fraction could be derived. The normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) was not able to estimate frost damage consistently. Future work requires determining whether there is a "universal" set of endmembers and a minimum set of targeted wavebands that could lead to multispectral instruments for frost assessment for use in ground and aerial sensors.
Introduction
Frost damage in broadacre crop production has been found to cause significant economic losses in cereals, oilseeds, and pulses [1] [2] [3] . Losses in productivity of up to 85% have been reported after post-head-emergence frost in both the U.S. and Australia [4] [5] [6] . In Australia in particular, frost damage is estimated to cost the agriculture sector between $120 and $700 million annually [7] . Additional economic losses can be incurred when adopting inappropriate risk minimization strategies for avoiding frost damage.
Radiation frosts occur on clear nights when energy loss by longwave radiation to space is greater from the upper layers of the crop compared with that occurring at the soil surface, causing a net information from hyperspectral data, appropriate analysis techniques need to be applied. One of these, spectral mixture analysis (SMA), is a physical modelling technique used to quantify the proportion of material within a scene [28] and has become widely used ( [29] and references therein) to map subpixel fractions. Because canopies are mixes of many components (leaves of various colors, stems, soils, flowers, fruiting parts, etc.) and each of these has its own spectra, canopy spectra are, by their nature, mixtures of these spectral components. Isolating a particular spectral "signal" from this mixture requires measuring the various spectral components (called endmembers, EMs) in the scene and using spectral unmixing techniques to isolate and quantify the component of interest-in this case, frost damage.
Given this complexity of plant and canopy response to frost, it was proposed that hyperspectral data collected from wheat canopies could provide information to capture a frost "signal". Combined with spectral mixture analysis, this paper reports a meta-analysis of data collected across three site-years in Australia between 2006 and 2016 to determine if frost damage could be quantified in wheat canopies. Selecting data across sites and years provided an opportunity to test whether the technique could be broadly applied. To guide this analysis, we considered the following questions:
1.
Can a core or "fixed" set of endmembers (EMs) be identified that can be used to unmix a range of data sets collected from different sites and times, allowing for assessment of frost damage? 2.
Can frost fractions derived from spectral mixture analysis be used to map frost damage in wheat using yield as a measure of frost damage?
Materials and Methods
This research utilized a meta-analysis methodology [30] , across three site-years from 2006, 2015, and 2016, to examine the spectral response of frost in wheat canopies and plant components across different varieties in Australian wheat-growing regions. Hyperspectral reflectance data were acquired with frost observations to indicate the presence of frost damage. The data were compiled to develop spectral libraries providing a spectral reference for each site. The spectral libraries were then used in a meta-analysis of all data sets using SMA to assess frost damage in the canopy, wheat heads, and leaves. The frost trials, spectrometer measurements, spectral library development, and subsequent SMA are described below. Using multiple data sets at different locations and times allowed for assessing the complexity of frost and potential differences in the frost "signal".
Field Experiments
As noted above, data were collected across three trials in Australia's southern wheat-growing regions. In the first trial, wheat (Triticum aestivum L., cv. Chara) was sown at the Agriculture Victoria Plant Breeding Centre located near Horsham, Victoria, Australia (−36.741 • , 142.104 • ) in 2006 (PBC2006). To measure yield, plants were cut at ground level (0.4 m 2 ) at maturity from directly under the sensor view. These were dried at 40 • C, threshed, and the grain weighed [31] .
As a result of systematic visual examinations [32, 33] , frost damage was identified in several research plots on 24 October 2006 at anthesis (DC65, [34] ). Minimum air temperatures were recorded at 1.2 m and were −1.7, −0.5, and −1.4 • C on 10, 16, and 22 October, respectively. Spectral data were acquired from plots and identified as frost (Fr) or non-frost (NFr) damaged. Frost damage was assessed visually with white heads or portions [35, 36] indicating damage. The sensor was positioned 1.5 m above the canopy, resulting in a diameter of approximately 0.7 m at the top of the canopy. NFr plots were considered reference plots but not "controls" in a statistical sense [37] , as they were open to the environment but did not exhibit frost damage. The spectral information from non-frosted areas was excluded from the SMA as it was used as reference EMs.
The second trial formed part of a larger research project conducted at Kewell, Victoria (−36.500 • , 142.367 • ) in 2015 (Kewell), [20] , which was also sown to wheat (Triticum aestivum L., cv. Wallup). Frost was observed following two natural frost events between heading and anthesis. Minimum air temperatures at 1.2 m (recorded at five-minute intervals) were −1.5 and −2.18 • C for 23 and 29 September, respectively. Spectral measurements were collected across a transect ranging from no visible signs of frost damage to significant frost damage. Spectral data were collected just past anthesis at growth stage DC71-75 on 13 October 2015. Three spectra were collected at each of 31 locations along the transect, with measurements averaged to represent the mean spectrum at each transect point. For the purposes of selecting representative spectral signatures of frosted and non-frosted plants, the median of the three spectra at the beginning of the transect was calculated to represent non-frosted plants (NFr) and the median of the last three spectra was calculated to reflect frosted plants (Fr). At maturity, plant samples were cut from each sensor measurement location (1 m 2 ) at ground level, dried at 40 • C, and threshed for grain to assess yield [20] .
Finally, an experiment was conducted in plots sown to wheat (Triticum aestivum L., cv. Yitpi) at the Agriculture Victoria Plant Breeding Centre located near Horsham, Victoria, Australia −36.745 • , 142.115 • ) in 2016 (PBC2016, PBC2016Heads, PBC2016Leaves) [19] with the objective of imposing frost using custom-built chambers on plots sown to wheat. Frost was imposed in two experiments at heading (DC55, 'H') and anthesis (DC65, 'A') on 24 October and 3 November 2016, respectively. Spectral data were collected on these dates and on 11 November 2016 (DC71-75) after the frost treatments were imposed. Control plots which were open air, where no imposed frosts were applied, were not exposed to any natural frost events in this season; thus, they were considered true controls, unlike those in the Kewell and PBC2006 data sets. The spectra from the control plots were used to develop the NFr EMs but excluded from the yield regression analysis. The canopy-level measurements were collected at 40 cm above the canopy (24 October and 3 November) and 15 cm above the canopy on 11 November, while heads and leaves (collected on 3 November 2016) were measured using a leaf clamp with an internal light source connected to the spectrometer. There were three target data sets derived from this site-year: PBC2016 (canopy), PBC2016Heads, and PBC2016Leaves. At maturity, plants were hand-harvested from 0.24 m 2 quadrats, and samples were oven-dried at 40 • C then threshed to remove grain for yield assessment [19] .
At the heading and anthesis stages, sub-zero temperatures were imposed to test the impact of frost damage on the growth and yield of wheat. The experiment was fully replicated, and the methods are described in detail in [19] . At the two experimental times ('H' and 'A') different severities and timings of the frost were part of the treatments imposed. In this study, the dataset for the canopy comprised spectral data collected for the 'H' experiment on 3 November, 11-13 days after imposed frost, and for the 'A' experiment on 11 November, 9-11 days after imposed frost. In the 'H' experiment, the degree of cold was enough to cause severe damage to the plants and there was no yield, while in the 'A' experiment, the cold load imposed induced much less frost damage and yield was measured.
Reflectance Measurements
All spectra used for the meta-analysis presented here were collected with the same spectrometer (ASD Field Spec Full Range (FR), Malvern PANalytical, Longmont, Colorado) (350-2500 nm), using an unfiltered sensor with a 25 • field of view. For each site, spectra were calibrated to reflectance on the day of acquisition with a 99% Spectralon TM reference panel measured at frequent intervals to account for changes in irradiance. Spectra were collected at the canopy, head, and leaf scales to represent canopy variability as input for mixture analysis. For the 2016 experiment described below, a leaf clamp was used to measure spectra from wheat leaves and heads.
Spectra were resampled to 2 nm intervals for the regions 400-1818 and 1938-2400 nm and were subsequently used in the analysis. Wavelengths below 400 nm were excluded, as were those in the range 1820-1936 nm and greater than 2400 nm, as these are regions where the atmosphere strongly absorbs energy, leading to poor signal strength. In addition, spectra were smoothed using an 8 nm mean window to remove any fine-scale spurious data.
Spectral Libraries and Endmembers
Endmembers were created from the field-collected spectral data by calculating the median of several reflectance measurements (Table 1 ) from each target. Seven EMs were selected to build each library as these were considered representative of the relevant canopy components. Ten libraries were assembled to test hypotheses for the ability of the analysis to isolate a frost fraction to estimate yield based on spectra collected at the canopy, head, and leaf scales. The seven EMs, their source data set, and library compositions are presented in Table 1 . The seven EM types were green (canopy (GC) or green leaf (GL)), dead leaf (DL), dry soil (DS), senescent canopy (Sen), shade (Sz) (Figure 1a ), non-frosted canopy (NFr), and frosted canopy (Fr) (Figure 1b-e ). In the case of GC, GL, Sen, DL, DS, and Sz, the same EMs were used across the libraries (Table 1, Figure 1a ). The source of the NFr and Fr EMs varied across the data sets. The Fr spectra (see below) were collected from the plot or point with the lowest yield, with the assumption that this represented the maximum impact of frost to the plants. The shade fraction was included in SMA to account for dark components within the spectral signals and was set to zero for all spectral wavebands [38] . Table 1 . Libraries, endmembers (EM), EM spectra, and number of spectra used to create each EM for spectral mixture analysis (number in parentheses for first occurrence of EM). All libraries contained the same spectra for senescent canopy (Sen), dead leaf (DL), dry soil (DS) and shade (zero values) (Sz) 1 (Figure 1a ). A single green canopy (GC) or green leaf (GL) spectrum ( Figure 1a ) was used in a library depending on the scale of measurement. The presence of non-frosted canopy (NFr) and frosted canopy (Fr) EMs varied across libraries as noted (Figure 1b -e). 'A' and 'H' in names refer to heading and anthesis experiments, respectively. Spectra were derived from the data sets noted (see text for more detail): K = Kewell, P06 = PBC2006, P161103 = PBC2016 3 Nov, P161111 = PBC2016 11 Nov.
Library Number
Library Name Data Set with EM Spectra, EM Name (no. Spectra to Create EM) Kewell 2 PBC2006 3 PBC2016 4 1 Kewell canopy NFr-K (9), Fr-K (9) GC (2), Sen (2), DL (2), DS 
Spectral Mixture Analysis
The field spectra and EMs were imported as text data into ENVI (ver. 5.5, Harris Geospatial Solutions, Broomfield, CO USA) and saved as pseudo-images such that each "pixel" represented one 
The field spectra and EMs were imported as text data into ENVI (ver. 5.5, Harris Geospatial Solutions, Broomfield, CO USA) and saved as pseudo-images such that each "pixel" represented one spectrum. The SMA was run as a constrained model, summing to 1. The libraries that were assembled (Table 1) were used to unmix each of the five data sets using the linear spectral unmixing routine in ENVI. For each library, combinations of three to six fraction sets were run to unmix the data sets, resulting in 31 fraction sets (models) per library. Each fraction set (with an associated root-mean-square error (RMSE)) was saved as an ASCII file and imported into Excel for the selection of sets that met the criteria for the RMSE, fraction sum, and R 2 fit for yield.
SMA was used to quantify components within the mixed field spectra (pixels) based on the spectral libraries that contained "pure" spectra of the scene components [39] including frost and non-frost. That is, any given pixel can be described in terms of the proportion of the "pure" spectra for frost, and "pure" frosted/non-frosted spectra were used to explain the spectral variation within the three data sets. This was done by selecting reference spectra (EMs) from each data set to which mixed scene spectra were compared using a linear mixture model. A shade component was included to account for dark spectral components [40] . Note that the fraction component of interest (Fr, for example) can be corrected for shade: Fr_cor = Fr/(1 − Sz). This has been proposed as a method to improve the modelling of landscape features [39] ; however, this did not improve any of the fits to yield in this study, and the Fr fractions presented are thus not shade corrected.
The RMSE was calculated as a measure of goodness of fit. A good fit of the measured (mixed) pixels to the resulting fraction model is determined by selecting a maximum threshold for the RSME, which, ideally, should be comparable to instrument noise [39] ; in this case, it was set to values below 0.025 [38] . The combination of EMs in the selected model is then deemed a good description of the mixed pixel spectrum.
Fraction values that are greater than 1 or are negative are mathematically possible but they indicate EMs that do not represent the EM well or are not as "pure" as the ones in the measured mixed pixels [28] . The selection of EM sets that resulted in good fits of the fractions to the spectral data was determined by the RMSE data output from the mixture analysis and total fractions that summed to 1. To account for rounding errors, the fraction sum range was set at 0.999 to 1.001 and negative values for individual EM fractions were not excluded; this is discussed below.
The EM sets were also constrained to contain a Fr EM as the principal hypothesis was whether the Fr signature could be isolated from the mix of other EMs. Thus, the smallest EM set used for unmixing the target data sets required two EMs (Fr, Sz). The assessment of whether SMA models were able to quantify frost damage was determined by a linear regression using the coefficient of determination (R 2 ) to measured yields at sampling locations across the data sets for the green (GL, GC), Fr, NFr, and Sen EMs. The final criterion for EM model selection was based on the direction of the slope for the R 2 regression fit to yield. It would be expected that as the Fr fraction increases (more frost damage), the impact on yield should be a negative relationship. If the slope of the relationship was positive, the fraction set was removed from subsequent analysis.
Initial unmixing was conducted with fraction sets without the Sz fraction to assess whether inclusion of this EM improved model fit. It was determined that the fraction sum (sum of all EMs in a set after unmixing) was equal to 1 only if a Sz EM was included in the EM set. Fraction sums that do not sum to unity indicate spectral components missing from the analysis such that the fitting algorithm cannot find a solution that fits the data well. Initial unmixing showed that EM sets that did not include the Sz EM always had lower R 2 values for the regression relationship of Fr fraction to yield when compared to similar sets with Sz (data not shown).
Results

Analysis Workflow
The analysis workflow is presented in Figure 2 using the Kewell data set as an example, but this applies to all five data sets. The target data set (Kewell) was unmixed for each spectral library, resulting in ten library outputs, one of which is shown for Kewell (Lib 1). From this output, all fraction sets that met the criteria (31) were derived, one for each combination of 2-6 EMs: 1 two-EM fraction set; 5 three-EM fraction sets; 10 four-EM fraction sets; 10 five-EM fraction sets; and 5 six-EM fraction sets. Each of these fraction sets contained a Fr fraction. Each set also contained an RMSE output (see above). If this was greater than 0.025 then the fraction set was removed from further analysis. After this, each Fr fraction was regressed against the yield for that data set (in this example, Kewell), and sets with a positive slope were excluded. The result was Fr fractions within each library and data set that could be used to assess which combination of EMs has the best regressions to yield. sets. Each of these fraction sets contained a Fr fraction. Each set also contained an RMSE output (see above). If this was greater than 0.025 then the fraction set was removed from further analysis. After this, each Fr fraction was regressed against the yield for that data set (in this example, Kewell), and sets with a positive slope were excluded. The result was Fr fractions within each library and data set that could be used to assess which combination of EMs has the best regressions to yield. The spectral unmixing for each combination of spectral libraries and target data set was performed using two, three, four, five, and six EMs, resulting in 31 fraction sets. After checking that the root-mean-square error (RMSE) met the 0.025 threshold, and that yield was negatively correlated with Fr, all 31 fraction sets for the Kewell data set were used for regression analysis relative to yield. Fraction sets that were within 10% of the highest R 2 to yield (6 of 31 in this case) continued to final analysis.
In some analyses (e.g., the Kewell data set), all 31 fraction sets from a library met the selection criteria, while for others only a few or none met the criteria. The purpose of the analysis was not to assess all successful fraction sets but to select ones that had high R 2 to yield. Consequently, for each data set-library combination, the Fr fraction that had the highest R 2 to yield was selected as well as those in the top 10% of R 2 values (Table 2) to assess the similarity in Fr fraction regressions to yield. The 10% value was arbitrary (and another value could be chosen) but it allows comparison of the relatively best-fitting data sets to yield. Figure 2 . Workflow for comparison of the 10 spectral libraries across the five target data sets. This figure uses the analysis of the Kewell canopy library (Lib 1) for linear unmixing of the Kewell target data set as one example. The spectral unmixing for each combination of spectral libraries and target data set was performed using two, three, four, five, and six EMs, resulting in 31 fraction sets. After checking that the root-mean-square error (RMSE) met the 0.025 threshold, and that yield was negatively correlated with Fr, all 31 fraction sets for the Kewell data set were used for regression analysis relative to yield. Fraction sets that were within 10% of the highest R 2 to yield (6 of 31 in this case) continued to final analysis.
Deriving Fractions
In some analyses (e.g., the Kewell data set), all 31 fraction sets from a library met the selection criteria, while for others only a few or none met the criteria. The purpose of the analysis was not to assess all successful fraction sets but to select ones that had high R 2 to yield. Consequently, for each data set-library combination, the Fr fraction that had the highest R 2 to yield was selected as well as those in the top 10% of R 2 values (Table 2) to assess the similarity in Fr fraction regressions to yield. The 10% value was arbitrary (and another value could be chosen) but it allows comparison of the relatively best-fitting data sets to yield. Table 2 . Summary of linear spectral mixture analysis of target data sets vs. endmember libraries for those libraries with the best-fitting Fr fraction to yield (within 10% of the highest R 2 ) that met the selection criteria (see text). These top 10% fraction sets are listed in order of the R 2 value, from maximum to minimum. The mean RMSE, maximum R 2 , and minimum R 2 of those top 10% fraction sets are listed. See Table 1 for the EMs contained in each library. See Table 3 for the EMs contained in each fraction set. Libraries with the best-fitting Fr fractions to yield (bolded) are presented in Figure 3 . 
Target Data Set
Deriving Fractions
For the Kewell data set, only Libraries 1, 2, 4, and 7 resulted in any fraction sets that fit the selection criteria (Table 2 ). For the PBC2006 data set, all the libraries (1-10) met the required criteria. The libraries that contained canopy-scale EMs showed the best fits to the data set (lowest RMSE). For the PBC2016 data set, the Kewell and PBC2006 libraries did not show good R 2 relationships to yield and neither did the PBC2016 ('A' or 'H') leaves. The PBC2016 H' canopy and heads libraries showed Fr fractions with the best fits to the 2016 data set (R 2 = 0.58 and 0.52, respectively).
For example, the Fr signature from the Kewell data set showed the highest correlation to yield (R 2 = 0.75) for the "Kewell canopy" library when compared to other libraries used to unmix the data, such as the one containing PBC2006 (canopy) with a maximum R 2 = 0.71 for the best-fitting fraction set ( Table 2 ). The PBC2006 data set maximum R 2 was 0.68 (in bold) and for PBC2016, it was 0.58, both with Fr fractions highest for the respective libraries with "canopy"-scale EMs. These also showed the lowest fraction RMSE, indicating the best model fits from the SMA. The respective libraries with "green leaf" EMs also showed low RMSE fits (for the Kewell and PBC2006 data sets) but did not necessarily result in the highest R 2 values to yield for the Fr fraction, although the PBC2006 was second after the "canopy" EM R 2 fit. It was similar for the "head" data sets: they met the criteria for unmixing but were not as good as those libraries containing a "canopy" EM. The RMSE values listed in Table 2 are means for the top 10% of fraction sets listed, representing the general mixture model fit of the best fraction sets listed.
The PBC2016 heads and leaves data sets were only fit with libraries with EMs derived from headand leaf-scale measurements. Although there were fraction sets with Fr fractions that were less than the 0.025 criterion, the R 2 fits to yield were very low (e.g., data set PBC2016Leaves, Lib 10, RMSE = 0.0084, R 2 = 0.10).
The best-fitting Fr fraction from each data set (Table 2, in bold) was plotted ( Figure 3 ) to show the relationships to yield, and the RMSE for yield ranged from 0.11 to 0.46 t ha −1 . As the Fr fraction increased, the yield decreased. Each of these was selected from a different fraction set resulting from the unmixing of each library. Although there were clear relationships between Fr fractions and yield, the fraction sets from which each Fr fraction originated differed across data sets. If fractions are to be used more universally, the same fraction sets need to be selected across the data sets. Table 3 for fraction set compositions.
Although there was no single "universal" fraction set that was the best fit across all data sets, the Fr fractions within a given fraction set showed similar fitting parameters to yield. For example, the Kewell data set showed that all the Fr fractions from the top 10% of R 2 fits to yield ( Table 2) fell within a similar data space (Figure 4 ). The linear parameters (slope, R 2 , and range) are similar, suggesting that the Fr fraction from any of the fraction sets that met the basic selection criteria could be used to estimate yield response and that selecting just the fraction set with the maximum R 2 fit Table 3 for fraction set compositions. Table 3 . List of fraction sets and EMs within each set. The top 10% best-fitting models for yield (from Table 2 ) are listed for these libraries and data sets: K = Kewell data set, Library 1 (Kewell canopy), P06 = PBC2006 data set, Library 2 (PBC2006 canopy), P16 = PBC2016 data set, Library 8 (PBC2016 H' canopy). Asterisks mark the fraction sets with the best R 2 fit (i.e., 9, 17, 20) for the particular library (P16, P06, K) to yield (in bold Table 2 ) and displayed in Figure 3 . Although there was no single "universal" fraction set that was the best fit across all data sets, the Fr fractions within a given fraction set showed similar fitting parameters to yield. For example, the Kewell data set showed that all the Fr fractions from the top 10% of R 2 fits to yield ( Table 2) fell within a similar data space (Figure 4 ). The linear parameters (slope, R 2 , and range) are similar, suggesting that the Fr fraction from any of the fraction sets that met the basic selection criteria could be used to estimate yield response and that selecting just the fraction set with the maximum R 2 fit was not necessary to determine a fraction that fit well to yield. The other data sets showed similar patterns. Thus, the specifics of the Fr fraction linear parameters change but the basic relationships to yield are similar across mixing models. Table 2 ). The legend numbers are the individual fraction sets representing the source of the Fr fraction that fit the yield best (top 10%) as described in Table 2 . The line fit is the same as that in Figure 3a . Individual EMs in each fraction set are listed in Table 3 .
Fraction Set
To discover if there was a library containing a fraction set that has a good R 2 to yield across the data sets, the top 10% models ( Table 2 ) were compared to determine if there were fraction sets in common across the data sets for the Fr EMs ( Table 3 ). As noted in Table 2 , the 2016PBCHeads and 2016PBCLeaves data sets could not be fit with any of the libraries for the Fr fraction, leaving only three data sets to test. Although none of the fraction sets had all three data sets in common, the comparison between the PBC2006 and PBC2016 data sets showed several commonalities, with fraction sets 8, 13, and 19 ( Table 2) showing high R 2 to yield across the site-years. The distinctive feature in these was the inclusion of the dry soil (DS) EM. This spectral signature was acquired at the PBC site, and both these studies were performed at this location on the same soil type. The fraction sets (for Fr EM) in common for the Kewell (K) and PBC2016 data sets (P16) for yield were 7, 17, 20, 21, 28, and 29. This tended to include the dead leaf (DL) or senescent (Sen) EMs but was also mixed with the dry soil (DS). With one exception (K for fraction set 2, Kewell) the best-fitting fraction sets contained 4-6 EMs. Table 3 . List of fraction sets and EMs within each set. The top 10% best-fitting models for yield (from Table 2 ) are listed for these libraries and data sets: K = Kewell data set, Library 1 (Kewell canopy), P06 = PBC2006 data set, Library 2 (PBC2006 canopy), P16 = PBC2016 data set, Library 8 (PBC2016′H' canopy). Asterisks mark the fraction sets with the best R 2 fit (i.e., 9, 17, 20) for the particular library (P16, P06, K) to yield (in bold Table 2 ) and displayed in Figure 3 . Table 2 ). The legend numbers are the individual fraction sets representing the source of the Fr fraction that fit the yield best (top 10%) as described in Table 2 . The line fit is the same as that in Figure 3a . Individual EMs in each fraction set are listed in Table 3 .
Fraction Set Number EM1 EM2 EM3 EM4 EM5 EM6 Best Fit to Yield
To discover if there was a library containing a fraction set that has a good R 2 to yield across the data sets, the top 10% models ( Table 2 ) were compared to determine if there were fraction sets in common across the data sets for the Fr EMs ( Table 3 ). As noted in Table 2 , the 2016PBCHeads and 2016PBCLeaves data sets could not be fit with any of the libraries for the Fr fraction, leaving only three data sets to test. Although none of the fraction sets had all three data sets in common, the comparison between the PBC2006 and PBC2016 data sets showed several commonalities, with fraction sets 8, 13, and 19 ( Table 2) showing high R 2 to yield across the site-years. The distinctive feature in these was the inclusion of the dry soil (DS) EM. This spectral signature was acquired at the PBC site, and both these studies were performed at this location on the same soil type. The fraction sets (for Fr EM) in common for the Kewell (K) and PBC2016 data sets (P16) for yield were 7, 17, 20, 21, 28, and 29 . This tended to include the dead leaf (DL) or senescent (Sen) EMs but was also mixed with the dry soil (DS). With one exception (K for fraction set 2, Kewell) the best-fitting fraction sets contained 4-6 EMs.
Multiple Endmember Spectral Mixture Modelling (MESMA)
The multiple endmember spectral mixture modelling (MESMA) approach to allowing EMs to vary for each pixel [38] was tested on the Kewell data using the VIPER plug-in to the ENVI software. The results did not show any improvement of fit to yield, and there were pixels (data points in the pseudo-image) that were not selected because they did not meet all the selection criteria, resulting in few data points for analysis. The MESMA approach is appropriate for larger data sets (such as imagery) and with large libraries for inclusion of a wide range of spectral variability.
Comparison to NDVI
It is important to know whether there might be a simpler method for mapping frost damage across agricultural fields. The normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI, [41] ) is ubiquitous in the agricultural remote sensing community, and it would be tempting to use this index to map frost within a short period after a known frost event. The NDVI was calculated from the spectral data by calculating the mean for the red (670-680 nm) and NIR (850-860 nm) portion of the spectrum for each of the data sets ( Table 4 ). The only data set that showed a moderate response (R 2 = 0.55) was the PBC2006 data. 
Discussion
Although yield can be impacted by a range of biophysical factors, such as drought, infestation of pests and weeds, soil type, and landscape position, our results show that, despite these potentially confounding factors, frost fractions derived from SMA can be used to detect frost damage in wheat. While frost fractions were able to estimate yield at the canopy scale, there was no "universal" EM set from which a frost fraction could be derived. All but one of the fraction sets that exhibited "best fit" had a green EM along with the Fr and Sz. Otherwise, a mix of EMs was required for prediction as no unique set of EMs was found to unmix all data sets.
The main factors of green, senescent, dead, frost-affected, soil, and shade are not possible to measure simultaneously. Thus, though it was recognized that there is variation in canopies, particularly across time [42] , it was proposed that a simple collection of standardized or "fixed" EMs from a library representing important canopy components might suffice for segregating specific spectral components from a mixed hyperspectral signal [38] . This approach allowed for the isolation of a frost signal or component in the data, confirming that it is feasible that with a set of fixed EMs derived from similar crops (earlier in the season before frost has occurred) or from a reference area within a field (with relatively less frost damage), frost-damaged areas can be isolated. Despite the inability to identify a "universal" set of EMs to unmix spectra across these data sets, it is possible that with data from more sites and further analysis, a generic set of EMs for frost mapping might be established.
The results show promise for unmixing canopy-scale spectra. None of the libraries containing canopy-scale spectra were successful in unmixing the head and leaf data, which is not surprising since heads and leaves would not be expected to contain the complexity of a canopy (including shade, for example). The libraries with head-and leaf-scale EMs were able to unmix the canopy-scale data but the model fits and relationships to yield were not as strong as for those libraries with canopy-scale green EMs, indicating some scale dependencies in application of the EMs to mixed spectra. The importance of collecting measurements at the appropriate scale was identified previously [27, 43] , but it has not been clear for SMA whether this was an important consideration. The improvement in both model fits (lower RMSE) and relationships to yield (R 2 ) within the canopy-scale EMs could be due to the inclusion of nonlinear mixing effects of light within canopies [29] , but this is an issue that is still unresolved. There were acceptable model fits for Fr fractions derived from libraries containing EMs of head and leaf spectra to unmix data sets of head and leaf, but the ability to estimate yield was extremely low. Thus, component-scale EMs (heads and leaves) can be used in canopy mixture models with other EMs to quantify frost damage, but assessing frost damage using the Fr fraction at the plant component scale does not result in good estimates of canopy-scale frost damage. Finally, the best estimate of frost damage used the green canopy-scale EM.
The unmixing process identified fraction sets with 4-6 EMs as the best fitting. This presumably was because the canopies were sufficiently complex and could not be modelled with fewer EMs [44] .
In mixture analysis, one criterion for selection is the fraction set with the fewest EMs [38] , in which case a four-EM set would be preferred. However, because a set of "fixed" EMs was used, this was not as important a criterion since, effectively, only the NFr and Fr EMs varied across the data sets. Thus, the question about model fit using the RMSE and ability to estimate frost damage was more relevant.
In mixture modelling, the constrained model where the fraction sums are between 0 and 1 is also a selection criterion for good modeling of the data. Negative values are mathematically feasible if the EMs selected are not as "pure" a representation of the scene's components as those in the target scene or data set as a whole [28] . Because it was expected that the spectral signature (EM) of frost might vary and is not a fixed element in the scene, varying with degree of damage, time after frost event, other environmental conditions, and genetics, EM fractions that were negative or greater than unity were included in the analysis. Knowing the absolute fraction was not as important as the relationship to yield.
The NDVI is a ubiquitous index used to measure many plant and canopy parameters and is most suited to measuring biophysical factors at the canopy scale [31] . Although many others could have been reported, this was chosen as the most likely to be used for the remote sensing of abiotic stress and compared for discussion against the full spectral analysis presented here. Its ability to measure frost damage was compared to the spectral unmixing procedure since it is simple to implement. If the relationship between NDVI and yield, as a correlate of frost impact, was straightforward, it would be a clear choice for frost damage mapping. However, it was found that the NDVI was unable to estimate frost damage to yield when compared with the Fr fraction. This is not unexpected as NDVI measures canopy cover [45] .
Further research is needed with a broader range of data from natural field conditions to continue development of the unmixing concept for frost damage assessment. In particular, is there a representative frost signature that could be developed, or a small set of signatures based on a set of conditions determined by crop or field type (e.g., crop variety, days after frost, etc.) that could be useful? The use of multispectral data would simplify the use of remote sensing tools. Thus, a larger data set collected from fields with known frost conditions would allow for the selection of a minimum set of targeted wavebands, potentially leading to simpler instruments for frost assessment for use in unmanned aerial vehicles, aircraft, or satellites. The question of waveband width would also serve to inform the spectral resolution needed for a multispectral system. Waveband position, width, and number required could be assessed by de-convolving the hyperspectral data collected in this study combined with a broader data set, and this would be the next step in research. Importantly, validation experiments to test the ability to predict areas where frost has occurred and map the damage are needed to develop tools for growers to make informed decisions for cutting hay, altering grain marketing strategies, and harvest planning.
Conclusions
We showed that it was possible to develop good relationships between frost fractions derived from mixture analysis of hyperspectral data and yield. There were, however, some complexities in terms of being able to derive unique fraction relationships to yield for use across different data sets. It was determined that assessing frost damage at the component scale (e.g., leaf or head) does not result in good estimates of canopy-scale frost damage. Further, the best results for quantifying frost damage were attained with libraries containing canopy-scale spectra. This research highlighted that there is opportunity to move beyond the traditional use of NDVI for the identification of generic stresses to a targeted approach for mapping an abiotic stress. Future work requires more natural frost data from fields to build larger data sets and spectral libraries. Identifying signatures that could uniquely and more universally identify frost is needed if this is to be useful for the autonomous mapping of frost. This will also require field validation of the frost assessment techniques. Identification of a subset of wavebands and widths might allow for the development of simpler sensors or imagers for frost detection. Finally, the power of using hyperspectral data will likely be realized when signatures for multiple stresses are developed for the simultaneous mapping of biotic and abiotic factors that affect crop production. Funding: This work was funded by the "Improving practices and adoption through strengthening D&E capability & delivery in the southern region", Regional Research Agronomists Program-DAV00143 as part of the Australian Grains Research and Development Corporation (GRDC) and Agriculture Victoria/Department of Economic Development, Jobs, Transport and Resources Bilateral Research Agreement. We also acknowledge support through the project CSP00198 "spatial temperature measurement and mapping tools to assist growers, advisors and extension specialists manage frost risk and the farm scale" as part of the GRDC National Frost Initiative.
